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Abstract – Genetic algorithm is very helpful to find approximate solution for complex equations but when non-linear 
constraints come in any optimization problem then there is need to modify the general genetic algorithm. There is an easy 
approach to handle to all constraint in optimization and explanation how it works. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic algorithm gives us the approximate solution of any problem where general math fails to 
solve equations or where numbers of unknowns are more than number of equations. When optimization problems 
have many constraints which may be linear or nonlinear or both then there is need to handle these in genetic algorithm 
or need to modify objective function to search feasible solution which satisfy all constraints and foundations and gives 
us optimum solution. Many researchers worked on it, Ali et al [1] reviewed and presented the constraint handling 
techniques for GA. Ozgur et al [2] presented a comparative study that is performed on fifteen test problems selected 
from the literature. Three popular optimization methods were tested on various constrained optimization problems. 
Adam et al [3] proposed common methods for constrained optimization problems and presented the most common 
technique that was penalty functions. Ponsich et al [4] presented optimal batch plant design in Process Engineering, 
which can be formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming optimization problem involving specific 
constraints and determined the best fitted. Yaochu et al [5] proposed an alternative approach to efficient solving of 
nonlinear constrained optimization problems using evolutionary algorithms increased the accuracy of the approximate 
models to ensure that the optimum found by the evolutionary algorithm does not violate any of the original constraints. 
Yuelin et al [6] proposed for the mixed integer programming problems and the mixed integer programming problem 
with constrains converted to unconstrained bi-objective optimization problems and selection mechanism combines 
the Pareto dominance and superiority of feasible solution methods to choose the excellent individual as the next 
generation. Ozgur et al [7] proposed method for handling constraints by use penalty functions and discussed their 
strengths and weaknesses. Kurpati et al [8] proposed constraint handling techniques and improve the performance of 
a GA.  Here we take a problem which have many constraints and find the optimum solution with the help of modified 
genetic algorithm. 
 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 

A design of helical compression spring taken in which three variables and many constraints are present and mass 
should be minimize or it is a minimization problem. 
 
Spring wire Diameter (d) or (x (1)) = 10-30mm 
Coil Diameter (D) or (x (2)) = 40-120mm 
Number of turns (��) or (x (3)) = 4-25 

Weight of spring or f(x) = � = � × � × �� × (� × �) × (
�

�
× ��)     

                                                 = 9.81*7.86*(10^(6))*(x(3)+1)*(pi/4)*(x(1)^2)*pi*(x(2)); 
Constraints which should be greater than zero. 
0<Gx1=3.66*x(2)-0.425*x(2)*(x(3)+1); 
0<Gx2=1000*11497.4*((x(1))/((x(2)^2)*(x(3))))-1000; 
0<Gx3=102643.2*10^(-2)*((x(1)^3)/(x(2)))/((37402.68*((4*x(2)-x(1))/(4*x(2)-
0<4*x(1))+0.615*x(1)/x(2)))+20168.11*(1+x(1)/(2*x(2))))-1.5; 
0<Gx4=(x(3)+1)*(0.42*x(2)-x(1))-7.86*(10^(-1))*(x(3)*x(2)^3/x(1)^4); 
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0<Gx5=x(2)/x(1)-4; 
0<Gx6=12-x(2)/x(1); 
0<Gx7=8000-(18*81370/8)*(x(1)^4)/((x(2)^3)*x(3)); 
0<Gx8=(5*81370/8)*(x(1)^4)/((x(2)^3)*x(3))-2000; 
Modified function F(x)= f(x)+Gx1+Gx2+Gx3+Gx4+Gx5+Gx6+Gx7+Gx8; 
Where if Gx1>0then take Gx1=0 because it satisfied constraint  
            else Gx1=(-1)×Gx1; 
Similarly do for all and now we have a new objective function, after numbers of generations constraints optimize 
and function minimizes. 
 

TABLE I DATA SELECTED FOR GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Number of 
populations 

No. of bits in 
one 
chromosome 

Type of 
coding  

Type of 
crossover 

Crossover 
probability  

Probability 
of mutation 

Type of 
selection 

Number 
of 
Iterations 

30 10 Binary Single point 
crossover 

0.8 0.06 Rolette 
Wheel 

200 

 
TABLE II CONSTRAINTS AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE OPTIMIZED BY GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Gx1 Gx2 Gx3 Gx4 Gx5 Gx6 Gx7 Gx8 F(x) 
11.9171 

 
3.538 0.0038 105.0984 

 
0.0593 

 
7.9407 

 
69.9222 

 
202.7994 60.1418 

                                                                                  
TABLE III VARIABLES VALUES IN FEASIBLE SPACE BY GENETIC ALGORITHM 

d D �� 
21.1046 85.6696 7 

 
Fig 1 Weight V/s Iterations                                                    Fig 2 No. of Turns V/s Iterations  

 
 
Fig 3 Diameter of Coil V/s Iterations                                Fig 4 Diameter of Wire V/s Iterations  
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this research we found optimum results and all constraints satisfied. There all constraints should be greater than 
zero, and variable values are also in a given limit, so we can conclude that this approach is good and easy to solve 
linear and nonlinear constraint problem. Here all constraints are in greater than zero form but if these are not in this 
form then we can convert by using multiply negative sign and if some constraints which is equal to zero than we can 
add a little value and convert this in greater than zero form. Fig 1 to 4 are showing change in variables and result, fig 
1 shows that how weight of spring become minimize and it done in 20 iterations again change came after 90 iteration 
and searched optimum approximate solution. 
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